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Throughout this paper we fix an (even or odd) prime number /, n=P a
power of /, and an algebraic number field k which contains expflπijή) and has a
finite degree over the rational number field Q. For elements x, y&k* and a
prime spot p in k (abbrev. &-prime), Hubert's w-th power residue symbol
x
*y\ ) is defined by χ / y σ = ( ί i Z L ) %/~y using norm residue symbol
p In \ p In
σ==
(x> kWy)lk\ ^ ^ i c h takes the value in the group of the w-th roots of 1 in
k, W. We denote the completion of k at p by kp and the group of the n-th roots
of 1 in kp by W~. After the canonical inclusions of fields kczk^ and of Galois
groups G(kp(%/y)lk:(>)c:G(k(jξ/~y)lk)i the (global) Hubert's power residue symbol
is extended to the local symbol {x, y\k^
n
 taking the value in W^ We put
(*, y)n = Πall *-prime p (#, V I kp)n
which is a pairing on k* taking the value in the group I L W^. Then this pairing
symbol admits fundamental properties like the multiplicativity about each com-
ponent, the conjugacy theorem about isomorphism τ:k->kr> and the transgre-
ssion theorem about the lifting of k to some extension k'/k. Moreover it has the
norm theorem saying that x is in the norm group N
κ
/kK* K=k(v/Y), if and
only if (x9y)n—^ and further it has the reciprocity law saying that {xyy)n:=
In this paper we define a tripling symbol (x,yy z)n^W on kx. Not that
it is defined for all the elements of kx xkx xkx, but it is done only for the ones
having a property named strictly orthogonal. The definition of strict ortho-
gonality is rather complicated but we shall illustrate here some sufficient condi-
tions for it. In case /4=2, {x,y, z} are strictly orthogonal if they are all w-th
powers in kx at any I|(/) under inclusion kdk^ and any two of them are ortho-
gonal about the symbol ( , )
n
. In case 1=2 we need some additional conditions;
saying when exp(2πiftn)^k> {x9y,z} are strictly orthogonal if further any
two of them are orthogonal about ( , )2n. Our results of this paper [are the
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following properties of the symbols: It is multiplicative about each com-
ponent, admits the conjugacy, and has the transgression relation (Theorem 1). It
has the norm theorem saying that z^NL/kL
x
, L=k{y/~xy v/~y) if and only if
(x, y> z)
n
 = 1, under the assumption that {x>y, z} are in the above illustrated
situation (Theorem 2a). (This theorem is described for general strictly or-
thogonal triples by some modifications, Theorems 2, 2a.) Further this symbol
has the reciprocity law (xyy, z)~1=(y, xy z)=(z,y, x) namely it is alternative
about the permutation of entries, under some few conditions only when 1=3
(which can be erased if txp(2πi[3ή)^k) (Theorem 3).
When n=2 and k=Q> Furuta defined a symbol [dl9 d2,a]=±1 for some
dly d2y a^Qx and obtained some properties of it similar to ours. But the
reciprocity law [d
u
 d2, #] = [<ii, a, d2] is not completed in it though the possibility
for it is suggested by tables of values of the symbol. Our symbol is an ex-
tension of Furuta's (Section 3, vi)), completing the reciprocity law.
When x and y are strictly orthogonal and the principal ideals (x) and (y)
are different Λ-primes except n-th. power, the existence of some central extension
Mjk containing L=k(y/ x, n/'y) which is unramified on L is determined by
the checking of (x>y, z)
n
=\} # running over the elements of k* such that the
principal ideal (z) is an n-th power ideal, so in a finite set essentially (the end of
Section 1). For example, let n=3 and k=Q{\/ — 3). Let JC, y^kx generate
prime pirncipal ideals (x) and (y) different from each other, L=k(tf~x, ^Y)lk
be unramified at ϊ|(3), and (^,^) 3 =1. Then the class number of L is divisible
by 3 if and only if (xy y, ? 3) 3=1, £3=exp (2πi/3). Such condition for L is the
same that k( $xy) (and k( tfxy*)) has an unramified cyclic extension of degree 3
not derived from the genus field. Fix this x and let y run under the above
conditions. Then, if we apply the reciprocity law for the above vanishing of
the symbol, the relative density of the set of prime ideals (y) such that L has
the class number divisible by 3 in the set of all the (y) is calculated to be 1/3
(the end of Section 2). The last statement will be extended by some accordant
modification to any n and k=Q(ex.p {Iπijri)).
About the class number of k(^Ίcy ty~y)\ x, y e k = Q(exρ (2;r//5)), a
simple example is given (Section 3 viii)).
1. Definition of (JC, y> z)
We denote the ring of rational integers by Z and Z(n)=ZjnZ. When a
finite set A in a group is given, <\Ay means the subgroup generated by A. For
a natural number m and Fx the multiplicative group of a field F, we put
(Fx)m={xm\x&Fx}. When an w-ple element (xly •• ,#J- in Fx can hold
xϊx-' x£m==l mod (Fx)1 only if 7z1=..-==rcIM =
we say that {xly •••, xm} is /-independent. The algebraic closure of a field F will
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be denoted by F. Put n'=n or 2n according as /=+= 2 or /=2 respectively. Let
ζ
m
 imply a primitive m-th. root of 1 in general and ζ a fixed one among ζ
n
9
s.
When Ac.Έx is given, we use the notation k{A}==k(jt/'A)==k(jξ/~x \x^A),
regardless the condition ζ
n
'&k (but uniquely determined if
as ζ
n
'^k(A} (Zk{A}') and samely for local case.
Let G*=Π*<(σ"?>=<(σ iί, •• ,<r?> be the free group of a finite rank r ^ l .
Let {iVλMλ^Λ} be the set of all the normal subgroups of G*, with (finite)
/-power indices. By iVJ/CiVtίtλ'^λ, the index set Λ is directed. Together
with the canonical homomorphism φ
λ
,λ'
:
 G*IN\'-*G*IN% given for every pair
λ ' ^ λ , {G*jN%\ φλ,y} forms a projective system. The projective limit
© = lim
λ
 G*IN%
is called the free pro-/ group of rank r. The open subgroups of © are given by
9l
λ
=Ker (®->G*/N$) by definition and © is compact and totally disconnected.
Since iVjf's are again finitely generated free groups of rank (r— 1) [G*: iV*]+1 by
the well-known Schieier's Theorem, any open subgroup of ©is again free pro-/
group itself and has /-power index in ©. The subset {s
u
 •••,$,}, s f =lim(σ*
mod iVjf), in © forms a (topologico-algebraic) generator system of ©. When a
finite /-group G and r elements σ
x
, •••, σ> in G are given, there exists uniquely a
homomorphism 97: G*->G such that i7(σ*)=σt , accordingly uniquely a homo-
morphism η: ®-»G such that η(si)=σi;i=l, •••, r. Thus we know specially that
there is a surjective homomorphism from © on G=Z(/) X ••• XZ(l) its kernel being
r
the Frattini subgroup of © by itself and the images of s/s forming a Z(/)-basis
of G, which means that {sly •••, sr} is a minimal generator system of ©. Further
we know that © has the universal mapping property about finite /-groups, that is,
when a row-exact diagram
©
of another finite /-group P and homomorphism arrows, it can be completed to a
commutative diagram
Because, we may take any η E ί " ^ ) for each σ{ and define ψ so that ψ(si)=τi.
Taking Km, © has also the universal mapping property about pro-/ groups.
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The free pro-/ group of rank 1 is the one isomorph to the additive group of the
/-adic integers Zt. The unit group will be joined to pro-/ groups, giving rank 0.
For each A-prime I over (/), we shall fix a local Galois extension Ω1/^ whose
Galois group G(Ω!/^i) *s a free P r o"^ g r o u P (of a n y r a n k ^0)> e g > Ωι=k
v
 Ω*=
the maximal unramified /-extension, Ω τ=the cyclotomic ^/-extension. When
/=)=2 and QidF is any local subfield of k
χ
 not containing ζh the maximal /-ex-
tension Ω/Fhas the free pro-/ Galois group of rank [F: Q/]+l [7], So, if we put
a
l
=ak
x
<Zkly G(Ωιlkχ) is a free pro-/ group of rank ([F: Q J + 1 - 1)[ΩΠ^: F | +
l = [ΩΓiM: Q J + 1 . When r' is a natural number not greater than this number
and kiCΩ'czΩ1 is an intermediate Galois extension having Galois group G(Ω'/&j)
generated by at most r' elements, using the universal mapping property we can
find a pro-/ extension of k
χ
 in Ω1 containing Ω' and its Galois group being a free
pro-/group having rank r'. So, for example when Zφ2, k
χ
 has always a free
pro-/ extension of rank 2 cantaining the maximal unramified /-extension and the
cyclotomic ^/-extension simultaneousely.
Lei Fjk be a finite Galois /-extension. From the Kummer theory,
(Fx)nf]kxl(kx)n is isomorph to Hom(G(F/&), <£„» in virtue of the pairing
choosing an arbitrary z/Ί). When T is an automorphism of F such that kτ=k
and f τ =f'e<f l l > ; this isomorphism is also τ-isomorρhism because ^/ft
τ
 is one
of jξ/W's and
(We note that G(F/k) is made a τ-group by <ri->τ~Vτ and, when A is a τ-group,
Horn (^ 4, <f
n
» is also a τ-grouρ defining the action of T by άτ(a)=(ά(aτ ))τ;
Lemma 1. When ζ^kx and G(Ωιlk
χ
) is a free pro-l group,
(1) (ξ, ζJF)
n
 = 1 f e i?* n (ΩIx)", f . s F x , m = Γ g n
(2) ( ? ) 5 7 | F ) » = 1 ; ^ ^ e ^ n ί ί l 1 " ) "
about local Hilbert power residue symbols, for any finite extension Fjk
χ
 in Ωι, and
(3) Fx n (Ω ϊ x ) n =(Fx)n-NF,/F(F'x n (Ω ϊ x) n)
for any succession of finite extensions F'ZDFZ)^ in Ω1.
Proof. (1) is evident because F{ξ}jF can be contained in a larger cyclic
extension in Ω1 of any given /-power degree. Since a subgroup of finite index
in a free pro-/ group is again a free pro-/ group, we may prove (2) and (3) only
in the case where F=k
χ
 and rank G(ΩVAJ)^ 1. Since (?, ξ\F)
n
= 1 from (1)
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even if 1—2 and Fx/(Fxf has the type (w, •••, »), we may prove (2) when
(Fx)n-ζξ>. Put H=<σ>=G(Fiξ}/F) and let G=H-Z(n)[H] be the semi-direct
product of H and the group ring Z(n)[H], We fix an isomorphism G{F{η} fF)sz
Z(ή)[H]l(l — σ)Z(n)[H] which is extended canonically to G(F{ξ, ?}/F) =
G{F{ξ}lF)xG{F{η}IF)^Gl{l-σ)Z{n)[H]. Using the universal mapping
property it can be extended further to θ: G(Ω}/F)->G which becomes surjective
by itself because (1—σ)Z(ή)[H] is the commutator subgroup of G, so in the
Frattini subgroup of G. Let E/F be belonged to Ker θ in the sense of Galois
theory. Since G(E/F{ξ})exZ(n)[H] as iϊ-groups, we have
H°(#, Horn {G{EIF{ξ}\ <ζ»)~ϊΓ\H9 G(E/F{?})) = 1 (see [9]).
So, from the Kummer theory Hom(G(E/F{f}), <ζ» = F{ξ}x f] (Ex)n/
(F{ξ}x)\ we can find vEiF{ξ} x Π(Ex)n such that
Since (F{ξ}x)n ΠF x=(F x) n <f> we have (2). We denote the left and the right
hand sides of (3) by X and Y respectively. For (3) only to show Z c F i s re-
quired. Let us use the induction about [FΊ F]> so we may assume [FΊ F]=l
and F = F ( V I ) ; feJP. Take ξ'ζΞF'x n (ΩΪX)Λ such that F'{ξ'}IF is a cyclic
extension of degree In containing F{ξ}. Then ξ e (Fx )n <NFΊFξ'> c F because
' -
7
, <o>=G(F'IF), and ^ - y
f / σ /" 1=f
n
. Further we have seen just above that if η e Γ^ and 97Λ// $ ( F x )Λ
then also v&(Fx)n ζξy NF{ξ)/Fυc: Y. Since X is spanned by a ξ and all such
97's, (3) follows. q.e.d.
The product of the real archimedean A-primes will be denoted by 00, = 1
if /4=2. For a fractional divisor α in k> we denote the set of its &-prime factors
by Sk(ά). For a finite set A<zkx, we define a finite set of prime Λ-divisors
Skm{Λ) (or SJA)) by
S
u
(A)=ip\p&S((l)oo) or k(ζ
m
,i/A)lk is ramified at p}.
We should note that S(x) = S((x))\J S((I) 00) for the principal ideal (*) and
Abbrev. S,(il)=5(i4) and S
β
/(i4)=S'(i4). When x, yeΛx satisfy
(4) (^ | i* ) (=(^^IW=l at a p
we say that x and jy are orthogonal at p and when x and 3/ are orthogonal at
any p&S(x,y) therefore at every p, both are said orthogonal. From Lemma 1,
(4) is satisfied at 11 (/) if
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x, y e (ΩIx )n after the canonical inclusion k C kt.
In this case, multiplying suitable elements in {kx)n to x and y if necessary, we
can make
(5) x^Nh{y)lkχ{kχ{yγς\{^)n), yeN^u^xΓniCΐ*)")
because of (3), without influence on the orthogonality of x and y. When ZΦ2,
we shall say x and y are strictly orthogonal if both are orthgoonal and satisfy (5)
at any 11 (/). Next we intend to give the same definition when 1=2. Note that
x Άndy are orthogonal at a p<ξS(Γ) such that (ζ, x\k~)2=l and (£,y \kΛ2= 1 or
more sufficiently such that £
n
/e&p if and only if
(6) [kpi-x, y} kp]^n or (accordingly and) [kp{xy —y} : k^n .
Because, we can put easily <—x, y> (Λ£ )n=<ξι\ ηιi> (k*)" using i} j <E {0,1, , v}
and ε ^ e f t j such that {ξ,η\kp)n=ζ and Λpx-<?, ^> (^x)n. Then (*,3>|*?)«
(=(—^,.y|^)» at such t>)=l if and only if the power residue symbol is trivial
on <—x
r
yy {kp)n therefore if and only if i+j^v. On the other hand,
[kt>(—xyy}:kp]=l2v~t''J so we obtain the former inequality of (6). Replacing
{—x,y} by {x, ~y} we obtain the latter. When x and y are orthogonal and
satisfy (5) at any 11 (2) and further
(7) ζ
n
^kp if pe-SA(x,y)-S(2)
(8) [k
v
i-x,y}':kp]<Zn' and [kp{x, -y}': k^n' if p*ΞS'(x9y)-S{2)9
then x and y are said strictly orthogonal. When a negation of (8), say
[yfep{—x,>'}/:^p]>«/is happened at a $><$S(2), kp{—x,j}'/^p must contain the
unramified extension of degree 4 at p^S^tf, j>) and of degree 2 at pe*S2(Λ?,jy)—
5(2) so we have easily ζ4n^k^{~x, y}'. This means (8) does not depend on
the choice of "'V^x nor n'χ/±y (though kA^x, ±y}'/k is not necessarily
unique) and it is held outside S'(x,y) by itself. A set A={xl9. , xm} in k* are
said (strictly) orthogonal if so are any pairs {#,-, Xj} taken in A, iφj. When
/Φ2, for an orthogonal set A = {x1> •• ,Λ?w}cfe>< there is an orthgonal set B =
iy» - J J C F such that
 Xi = yimod(kx)u and BaNφv^B}* Π(Ωϊx)n)
(so B is strictly orthgonal) if and only if ^4c(Ω ϊ x)n from Lemma 1. In case
/4=2 we say such A is strictly oithgoonal mod (kx)n.
Lemma 2. Let 1=2. Let A= {x, y} #} be a strictly orthogonal triple in k*.
Then
(9) ζ4n(Ξkp at any
Proof. Fix such a p. From (7) we know ζ^^k^. We may assume
p^S2(x) so kp(χ/Ίx)lkp is ramified. Then both k^{x}'lkp and kp{—x}'Jkp are
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purely ramified cyclic extensions of degree n'. Here assume that kp{\Z~y)jkp is,
accordingly ^ ( V ^ y ) / ^ is also, unramified. Then by (8), kp{\/~y)=kp~
kW^-y) therefore kp{— y} %kp{x}' and kp{y} %kp{ — x}' accordingly
kpix}=kp{-x}Z)kpiy,-y}'Z)kpi-l}'
meaning (9). After all we may assume that the three extensions kp(\/Ίc)y
kp(\/y )> &p(\/~#") over kp are all ramified. Then by (8)
(%f'<x> = (k*)«.<-y> = (**)"•<*> = (k*f<-x>
which means again (9). q.e.d.
Under the condition (9) we have easily
(xj, ζ
n
\kp)2 = (*„ - 1 \kp)n = 1; XjtΞA , PΦS(2).
So, the next comming condition (11) given for the subextension kp{Xj} '\kp in an
abelian extension kp{ζn>){xyjkp is independent on the choice of β/\/ϊ} so well-
defined.
Corollary 1. Let A={x
u
 -',x
m
} be an tn-ple in kx. If (7) and (9) are
satisfied for A} i.e., ifζn><Ξkp\ p£=S4(A)—S(2) and ζ4n<=kp; p<=S2(A)-S(2) only
when 1=2, then the following conditions (10) and (11) and the previous condition (8)
are all equivalent each other:
(10) [kp[xh xj}': kp]^n'; xh
(11) (xh kpiXj}flkp) = id.; xh Xjς=A ( ί Φ » ; p<ΞS'(A)-S(t).
So, if m^3, among the conditions (5), (7), (8) of strict orthogonality, the last one
(8) can be replaced by (10) or by (11).
Proof. We may assume 1=2 and prove the equivalence of (8), (10), and (11)
under the assumptions (7) and (9) at a fixed peS\A)—S(2). When p(=S2{A),
[Kiά:%i9 ±#/ }' ' ^ J does not depend on the choice of is igns from (9), so (8)
and (10) are equivalent. When p^S'(A)—S2(A), kp{±xh ±Xj}'lkp has ramifica-
tion index ^n9 independent on the choice of isignSj and samely for the in-
dependence of relative degree provided it is ^ 4 . For the negations of (8) and
of (10) the very last condition that the relative degree ^ 4 is necessary in common
so we have the equivalence of (8) and (10). Next, when p&S4(A), ζn^^kp and
(ζ
n
s, Xi\kp)2=l for any x^A from (7) and (9) so applying (6) described about n'
instead of n, we have the equivalence of (8) and (11). When p^S'(A)—S4(A),
we treat at first the case where both xh Xj&(kp)2. We may assume kp{xh Xj} ' 3
kp{\/x~i, Xj} therefore it is a sharp quadratic extension; because if they are the
same, the cyclic extension kp{xiy Xj}'jkAxi}' must be trivial, in other words
n/
 so both (10) and (11) can stand always by themselves. Under
the same time,
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this assumption, (10) becomes
[kp{χ/χ~ y Xi}:kp]^n.
Since kp{xj}'jkp is a cyclic extension, (11) is also rewritten as
(y/xίy Xj\kp)n= 1.
From (ζ, \/^Ci\kp)2—(ζ, Xj\kp)2=^ w e c a n aPPty (6) again for γ/#j and x} and ob-
tain the equivalence of (10) and (11). The last remained case is p<=S'(A)—S4(A)
and at least one of x{ and xjy say xjy is not in (kp)2. Then w4=2 and
[kp{xj}':kp]=n' so (10) is equivalent to #,e <#,•>• (&*)*'. At the same ti
[Ker( ,kp{xj}'lkp): (%)"]=[/$: (*ζ)fl\lm( , Ap {*>>'/*,) I =ϋζ'
or n according as ζ
n
'^.kp or not, so it is equal to [<#/>• (&*)*'•
other hand, (#y, AL{Λ?y}'/Λι,)=id. is evident, so Ker ( , kp{Xj}'l
Thus (10) and (11) are equivalent also in this case. q.e.d.
From this Corollary, we have easily
Corollary 2. Let A= {xly •••, xm} be a strictly orthogonal m-ple in k*,m^3
and AczN^/^iAy f](Ωϊx)n) at every I|(/). Then, any subset of < i > c ϋ x is
again strictly orthogonal.
Let us denote the idele group, the principal idέle group, and the idόle
class group of k by Jky Pk, and Ck respectively. When a finite set S= {p} of
prime Λ-divisors are given, the restricted product ΐ[p$sK is a closed subgroup
°f Jk We shall state here Hasse Normensatz in a little sharper form.
Theorem H. Let K/k be a cyclic extension, S be finite, and Jf be an open
G(Klk)-subgroup ofj
κ
 containing H^SK^: Kp=Σm K%. Put P'=f ΠPκ and
C'=JΊP'. Then P1 and C" are also G(K\k)-groups, C'^CK, and there is an
exact sequence
l-*P'-*/'-*C"-*l.
The cohomology homomorphism
Ή°(G(Klk)t Pf) -> n°(G(Klk)y f)
induced from the former is injective. In other words,
The proof is given as a direct consequence of the isomorphism C'^CK
obtained by the approximation theorem, accordingly of H"1(G(ίΓ/Λ), C') =
H-\G{Klk),C
κ
)=ί.
When {x, y} is /-independent, we denote the Galois automorphism in
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G(k{x,y}jk) such that v/~x\-*ζ v/Ίc> J^/y^z/y by σ
x
.
Proposition 1. Let {x,y} be strictly orthogonal and ^independent. We
fix any finite set S of prime k-divisors containing S'(xyy). Put k(y} = K and
a-=<Γy in G(k{x, y}jk). Then we can find a&K* such that, putting M=k{xy y, a},
(12) a^'ΞΞ
(13)
(14) f ^
(15) M c Ω 1 at every ΪG*S((/)) under any inclusion Mczki over k{x
s
y} CΩ 1 given
by (5)
(16) M(ζ
n
') {x} y} '/k(ζn') {x, y}' is fully decomposed atp<=S—S(l) in general but
inertia! specially if n=2, £ 4 $ kp, and kp (x} =kp {y} =kp(ξ4).
Proof. Let us take, if any, peS—S(l)and $β|t> in K. Put [K%:kp]=d
(=dp) so the decomposition group Gp{Kjk)=<^\κn/d>-
We shall treat the case /Φ2 at first. From (6), 4\/~ϊc&K% and it is easily
seen that
Here we want to apply Theorem H on
75.=
Actually/|
Λ
 3 Π p φ s ^ j / i x *s G(i^/^)-invariant and open, and from (5) and
(17),
So, we can find uePi
x
=Jκtf\Pκ such that
* = Nκ/k
namely u^K* such that
(18) «e(Ω I x )" at
(19) u^m)Xζd,
Let us put
a = u'<=Kx δ =
Then
1
-
< Γ 1 + 1 Γ +
 -Hr"-1
 = χ m o
 ( ^
and a ssatifies (12). Let us extend σ&G(k{x, y}jk) to an element of G{K{u"' \i==
0,1, •••, n—ί}jk) in arbitrary way. Since ζ&K we have n/Έ°'"~1 = n/x~σ~1=\,
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SO
σ
n
 = id. as an element of
which implies (13) immediately. The condition (15) follows from (18). When
— S(l)> using d=dp we reform δ like as
δ =
Σ ' -
1(ί Σ+ 4-Σ'); Σ = Σ σj'n/i, Σ' = Σ V ' " "
α i=o j=o
We can put uσn/d=uζ
e
 mod ( i φ n c \d using (19). Then
(20) u*=ιS-ζd«-ιw = ud = \moά
When specially /=f=3, we have also
(21) u* =tίl*-W.ζW-w-Vfi == 1 mod
Thus
(22) α = $
which implies (16) when /=t=2 nor 3. When 1=3 the last will become
(22)" β Ξ ί u ^ ^ ' ^ + ^ + ^ ' ^ Ξ ^ m o d ί i s Γ J ) " - ^ ; Φlt>^
using an n(p)=09 1, or 2. Tale any element h^kx such that
and multiply a by this h. Then, ah, instead of α, will satisfy (12)~(16).
Let next 1=2. Only when w=2, there may exist a p^S— S(2) such that
£*4$&p, but such a t> is unramiίied in K/k because of (7). We fix a local unit
element £pt=K%; p£Ξ5-5(2), such that NK^hp6p= - 1 if df>l, ?4$&pϊ and
\/—Λ?eΛp i.e. in the special case of (16) and p^ = l otherwise. We know
y/ξ'^K* at each 5β|!pe5— *S(2) because it is evident from the first if d<n,
from (7) 'ήKjk is totally ramified, and in the remained cass k(\/y)lk is intertial at
this p. By (8) d\J—x is in K% therefore so is d\/~x, and (17) can be replaced by
(17)' χ =
where ±x indicates — x only when d>\ and \/—xGp.k~ and does +x in the
other case. Because, at first when ±x= —x, N
κ
^/kp
d\/--^= ~χ ζ^d^^ = χ.
When next •±Lx=x and ζ^kpf d=\ or kp(\/~x)=kp so [kp(d\/Ί)c): kp]=c<d and
N
κ
ψkp
d\/Ίc=x ζd{d-l)J2=x. When ±x=x and ζjξkp this is evident from our
choice of Sp. This time we define Jκx by
/ Kx =
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Using again Theorem H we can find u^Pκx=Jκx ΠPR such that
satisfying (18) and
(19)' ue(^f.<ζd,εp
u>0 at ^|t>eS(oo) if *β is real in k{xyy\.
The powers of ζ
c
 in (20) and (21) can take the value 1 or —1 in this time so
(22) becomes here
(22)' Λ =
which implies (16). (V3z&/4=1 is known by (8).) q.e.d.
We have an alternative proof for Proposition 1. Namely, from the ortho-
gonality of x and y, using Theorem H in its original type (i.e. J'=Jκ) we can
find a^K satisfying (12) and (13). For giving the local conditions (14), (15),
and (16), we may multiply a by a suitable element of kκ, so as it is done in the
case 7=3 in the above proof. This method will be much easier than that in
the body and moreover we can obtain the same conclusions starting from slightly
lighter conditions than the strict orthogonality. But we dare take this present
step for the convenience of the forthcoming Proposition 4.
Let x and y be /-independent and k{x, y} = L so Gj{LjK)^Z(n)xZ{n).
We shall call a group extension
1 • Z(n) JU G - £ » G{Ljk) • 1
a fundamentally non-abelian central extension (abbrev. an FNAC-extension) if
it is central, i.e., Im/ is in the center of G, and /(I -\-nZ) = [σ
x
, σy] =
σ^σ^σ^yy σ? = σj = id. taking some (accordingly any) σ
x
 &g~\σ
x
) and
σy^g~\σy). Take an αGL x , not an /th power, and put L{a}=M. We define
/: Z{n)^G(MjL) by f(i+nZ)=σi; *'=0, 1, -~yn—l, where σa\ */^->f.*/tf~.
If Mjk is Galois and the canonical exact sequence
f can
1 > Z{n) -^-> G(Mlk) ^ G(L/k) • 1
is an FNAC-extension, we say M/k is an FNAC-extension and {#, yy a}
generates it. Then {y} xy a"1} generates the FNAC-extension Mjk and vice
versa. The Galois group G(M/k) has the structure G{Mlk{x})^G(Mjk{y})^
Z(ή)xZ(n) and extending the actions of σ
x
 and σy arbitrarily in M/k9 G(Mfk)~
<σ
x
>-G(Mjk{x})=<σy>-G{Mlk{y}) are semi-direct.
Proposition 2. Let {x,y} be an l-independent pair in kx and ^ G L X ;
L=k{x,y}. Put M = L{a1}. Then M/k is Ian FNAC-extension and {x,y,aά
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generates it if and only if there is an a^Kx K=k{y} which is in a
x
 (Lx)n and
satisfies (12) and (13).
Proof. Put σ
x
=p and σy=σ. Assume Mjk is an FNAC-extension generat-
ed by {x
s
yy a^. Since G(M/J£) = <p>X<[p, σ])^Z(«)xZ(«), from Kummer
theory there is an a^Kx such that %/^ΓίP><ri—ζ Jz/Ίϊ, therefore fle^ ^ ) * ,
and vfa* = v/a. Noting (n/^^γ~1 = t/ΈV-w-v = yrf-wi-^ζ
 a
nd
7^/^d-ίP^l'i== i w e obtain (12). The condition (13) is given from the first. The
converse will be evident. q.e.d.
Let a and K be as in Proposition 1 and S
κ
 be the set of all the JK-exten-
sions of p&S. For the principal ideal (a) in K we can put
(23) (a) = a (mod n-th power, mod S)
i.e., (ά)=a except n-th power iC-ideal and S^-factor, where α is a &-ideal
having no *S-factor, because the ramification group of any p&S is in G(M/L)
so in the center of G(Mjk) by Proposition 2. From the next proposition a
tripling symbol (x,y, #)£<£> is well-defined by
(*> y>z> ξ\k)» (or simply (x,y, z) etc.) = ( —)
where ( — ) is the power residue symbol defined by ( ***' ): v ^ - ^ f — )
, using Artin symbol (^^]^G(k{z}jk).
Proposition 3. Let {x, y} in kx be l-independent and {x, y, z} in kx be
strictly orthogonal. Let S 3 S'(x, y, z) be a finite set of k-primes and a be as
above. Then (—) does not depend on the choices of S and of a and depends
only on {x}y,z} mod(kx)n'.
Proof. Take another Sf and another a' than S and a respectively. We
may assume SdSf. We assume at first that {a> a'} in Kx are /-independent.
Denote L=k{x,y}, M'=L{a'} and <rί, σ'y, σβ/GG(M'/^) be the analogues of
<r
x
, σy, σa G G(Mjk). From (16), (af) has no (Sf—S)-factor except w-th power
so we can put
(α') = α' (mod w-th power mod S); o! having no *S'-factor.
By Proposition 2, we can construct a row-exact commutative diagram
1 > G(M/L) -Ϊ5U G(M/k) > G(Hk) > 1
I restr. φ \φ id.
• G(M'IL) -^ G{M'lk) > G(LjK) •
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using an isomorphism φ such that φ: σ
x
^σ'
x
, σ^σ'y, σ^-^σ^. So, putting
M//=L{aaf~1} the exact sequence
1 • G(M"\L) — G(M"\k) > G(Llk) > 1
is split because G{MMtjL)=G{MjL)xG{MfIL) and J l f ' ^ M J I f f ^ . So
we can put
(24) aa'"* = a0 mod (L x)n by a suitable ao&kx.
From (14)~(16), F ' c M M ' satisfies
' Mr'\L is unramified at SβlpeSίoo)
. ΛfXζJiXiy} ΊKtn')i*> y}' is fully decomposed at p(=S-S(l).
Therefore, noting to (<— 1, xnfn\yn/n/s)
(25)
Since (ύ^Ξαα'"1 (mod «-th power, mod S) from (24), we have
λ
from (25) and orthogonality of {x, yy z}. When {a9af} are not /-independent,
take a principal prime b = (i) in k such that £ e (&*)*' at any peSLjAS^α).
Then tfδ satisfies the conditions of a in Proposition 1, in fact (13) follows
from the /-independence of {a, b} in L. Since {a, ab} and {ab, a'} are
/-independent respectively, using the former arguments again we have
Later on we shall know that our {xyy9z) can have a non-trivial value, in
fact we may use the forthcoming Theorem 2. But here we show this fact
directly when /=t=2. Take x, y, S, a, and M in Proposition 1. Multiplying
a suitable element in k* to a if necessary, we may assume that α in (23) is not
an /-th power ideal in k. By means of the class field theory we can pick up a
z^kx such that (#) = δ is a prime principal ideal outside S, fully decomposed
in M/k, £e(/£) n at p^S but (—J = f , because k{xyy}lk is the maximal
abelian subextension in Mjk. Then {#, j>, #} are strictly orthogonal, /-indepen-
dent, and
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The strict orthogonality of {xy yy z} is not entirely required in the proof of
Proposition 3. Namely, let {xy y} be strictly orthogonal and /-independent,
{x, y, z} orthogonal, and (f, z | kX= 1 for ξ<Ξ k? Π (ΩIx)Λ be satisfied, then (—)
1
 \ α /»
is also uniquely determined after investigation of the proof. So, set Ω ^ t h e
maximal unramified /-extension over k^ for every I|(/). We denote the unit
group of k
χ
 by Ut and put
Ukn = {z^kx\S{z)cS{ϊ) and
Then the definition of (xy yy z) can be extended to any triple elements {xy y, z}
such that {xyy} are strictly orthogonal and /-independent, {x,y, z} are orthogonal,
and z^Ukn. Let us think the symbol in this extended meaning. We have
UknΌ(kx)n and [Ukn:(kx)n]<oo. Let {xyy} be an /-independent strictly or-
thogonal pair such that p^S(x, y)—*?((/)) are all fully decomposed in k{Ukn}.
Then we can see that
L=k{xyy} has an unramified FNAC-extension if and only if {x,y, z)=\ for
any z^Ukn.
Because, if this last condition is satisfied for {x, y}, we have ( — ) = 1 for a fixed
V Q J n
and α given by Proposition 1 and (23). Using the class field theory we
can pick up « 0 G F such that (ao) = a (mod n-th power), ao>O at p\ ©o if n=2y
and a
o
&kϊ Π (ΩIx)n for every I| (/). Replacing a by aa^ιy {x,y, aa^1} generates
an FNAC-extension by Proposition 2 and it is unramified over L. Conversely
let M/L be an unramified FNAC-extension generated by {xy yy a}. Then
a satisfies all the conditions of Proposition 1 and (#) = 1 mod (n-th power). So,
(x,y,z)=l;zt=Ukn.
2. Properties of (JC, yy z)
Theorem 1. We assume that each tripling symbol can be defined'.
I Our symbol is multiplicative with respect to each component
(26) i) (**', y, z) = (*, y, z) {x'y yy z)
ii) (xy yy'y z) = (xy yy z) (xy y'y z)
iii) (xy yy zz') = (xy yy z) (xy y} z').
II When we substitute ζ by ζ*; t^(ZjnZ)x at our definition,
(27) (x9y9*;P) = (x,y,x;W-1.
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III When an isomorphism T: k^kτ(zk which can be extended to ί ϊ ^ Ω 1 at each
I over (I) is given, then putting ζr—ζ*\ t^(Z/nZ)x, we have the following conjugacy
relation
(28) (x, y, z; ζ\kγ = (x\ f, *; ξτ\kτ) = (x\ f, zτ;
IV When k'jk is a finite extension, we have the following transgression relation
(29) i) {χ\y,z\k')=(NkΊkx'iyy2\k)
ii) (χ,y',
iii) (χ,y,
for x,y, z&k* and x',yf, z'&kfx, the definition of the left hand sides being given
by the replacement of Ω1 to ^=kfi)}(Zk[f, at each kr-prime Γ|I|(Z). Here we
need some assumptions for i) and ii) only when 1=3: We assume for i)
ζ3ntΞkp at every p<=S3(x) Π S3(y) Π S3(z)-S(3)
fy at every p't=Sk,3(x') Π Sk,3(y) Π ^ 3 ( ^ ) -
and for ii)
ζ3nt=kp at every pt=S3(x) Π S3(y) Π S3(z)-S(3)
^ at every p'(=Sk,3(x) Π Sk,3(y') n Skφ)-Sk,(3)
Proof. I i) Let /Φ2. Let L=k{x,y} and αG^=^{);} be the ones in
Proposition 1, {x,y,a} generating an FNAC-extension MjkZDL and samely
L'=k{x'yy}y a'&K an analogue of a, {xr,y, a'} generating an FNAC-extension
M'jk^U. Put M"=K{xx',aa'}. Then (aa')ι'σ=xx'mod(Kx)n9 σ=σy, so
G(M"IK)c*Z(n)χZ(n).
From the splittings of two exact sequences l^G(MjK)-*G{Mlk)->G{Klk)-*\
and \^G(M'IK)-+G{M'jk)->G(Klk)->\ we know that \-+G{MM'jK)-*
G{MM'lk)->G(Klk)^\ is, accordingly l-+G(M"/K)->G(M"lk)-»G(Klk)->l is
split. So
Thus, from Proposition 2, {xx'yy, aa'} can become the generator of the FNAC-
extension M"jk. We may assume S is taken in common. Since Z=t=2, the local
conditions (14)~(16) for aa' are evident. So, aa' is the one for {xx'y y} in the
meaning of Proposition 1. Using (a) = ay (a') = a'y so (aa') = aar (mod n-th
power, mod S)y we obtain i). Use the forthcoming (47) and iii) if 1=2.
ii) is obtained from i) using forthcoming (45) without vicious circle,
iii) is from the multiplicativity of power residue symbol directly.
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II By the replacement of ζ to ζ*, σ=σy in Proposition 1 is changed to σ* be-
cause ζ is in k therefore ζσ=ζ. For a satisfying (12)~(16),
*
ί
-
1
 = V mod
Thus we know a*~ is that for (x,y, z; ζf) and
III By this T, the entries -foj^ #}, σ, #, and α of Proposition 3 are sent to
iχT>yr>zτ}> τ"Vτ, ατ, and ατ respectively. Here cC becomes that for (xτ, yr, zr)
about ζ* and (12)~(16). Namely
IV We shall show iii) at first. Take Mof Proposition 1 for (x,y, z). Since
x andy arc /-independent in kr by the assumption, Mf)k'=k. By Proposition
2, Mk' can be that for (x,y, z'\kr). Then the assertion follows from the trans-
gression theorem of power residue symbol
(*'\k'\ _(NkΊkz'\k\ ^
Samely as the proof of I, i) and ii) are derived from this applying the forth-
coming Theorem 3. q.e.d.
As we have seen, the conditions for Theorem 1, IV, i) and ii) come from
Theorem 3 (the reciprocity law). The following Proposition is used for the
norm theorem and the reciprocity law.
Proposition 4. Let {x, y3 z} in kx be strictly orthogonal, {x, y} be l-inde-
pendent and the set S contain S'(x,y)U S
n
*(z). Put k{y}=K and σy=σ.
I We can find v^Kx satisfying the following conditions
(30) z = N
κ/kv
(31) v<=(K£)n-<z> at φ\pς=S(oo)
(32) v(={Ωu)n at 5β|I |(Z)
(33) (v,K$j){x,yyiKJ=id. at
(34) (v)==%>1-a' (mod n-th power, mod S),
33 being a K-divisor such that SK(&) Π Sκ=0 .
II For any such v,
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I I I We can make further 35 prime in K and outside any given finite set of
prime K-divisors.
Proof. We use j£
x
 given in the proof of Proposition 1, replacing x in Jκ
x
by z. Then we know again z^N
κ
/kPκz so we can find v^K
x
 satisfying (30)
~(32) and, instead of (19) and (19)',
where Sp is the same one given there and ± £ indicates ~z only when /=2, d>l9
and %/—z$=.kp, and does -f# in the other general case. When d>ί at this p,
we have \/ζ^&K% because of (7) specially if 1=2 and p is ramified, therefore
d\/~xy as well as
 d\/~y, is in K% and
and noting that &p(£V) {x, y} '/kp is an abelian extension,
= {z, kp(ζn,)ix
by the strict orthogonality of {z, x} and {z, y} and by Corollary 1 of Lemma 2.
So we obtain (33). When d=ly vGi(K$)n' ζz> so (33) can be obtained from
the same Corollary. Next take a %$GSK(V)—SK, if any. The semi-local theory
of cohomology says that for the subgroup Sβz of the divisor group of K,
= ^ZIn2ZCnZ/n2Z; d = [K*: kp] .
Since evidently
N
κ
/k(v) = (z)=ί (mod n2-ih power, mod S),
the p-factor of (υ) represents an element of the above (—l)-cohomology group,
so we have
( ή Ξ r T (mod n2-th power, mod S)
using j^-divisors S3 and (£ accordingly we have (34).
II Let a and α be as stated in Propositions 1 and 3. Choose a i e F such that
(i)=(S(85)-factor of o)x(a product of p$S(β)) and b(=(k*)n' at peS, 5(35)
being the Λ-projection of S
κ
@8). Taking ab~λ instead of a from the first, we
may assume S(ά) Π 5 ( » ) = 0 . From (14) and (15), a<ΞΞ(iζg)n < » if Sβe£*(«>)
and flG(Ωlxf if ¥ | I | ( 0 So> u s i n g (31)^ (32)> a n d (2) w
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for
At Φ&S
κ
 — S
κ
(t), we have an''n e <*, y> (K$)"' (or occasionally Λ, Ϊ;<Ξ
Ur(K*Y, ιι=2) from (16) therefore using (33) we have (©, K%{an''n} ΊK%) =id.
and can obtain the same identity as above. Thus
(x\Kγι ι
V β λ =λ
 =
 \ * ) . = W-λ= Πwo*- )(r*
I l l From the class field theory, we can find an element b^K* such that δ =
mod (Ks)*1'; K
s
=^Σip<=sKp> a n ^ (b) is S3 times a J^-prime which is outside any
given finite set of ^-divisors. Substituting v by vbσ~x the conditions can be
satisfied. q.e.d.
The next lemma is a variation of Theorem H, useful specially in the case
1=1.
Lemma 3. Let {x,y} be l-independent pair in k* and L — k{xyy}. Let
SZ)T be two finite sets of k-primes and J' be an open G{Hk)-subgroup of JL con-
tawing WpφSI%. Puύ J"=J' L*τc:JL; Z Γ = Σ p G T i p and then P'=J'nPL,
P"=J" Π PL. We assume
(36) [LP: k
Then
(37) N^P'
p]^n at P\p(ΞT.
"nNL/J' = NL/tP'.
Proof. At first we remark that, when G=Z(ή)xZ(ή)ZDH and [G: H]^n,
the restriction map ResG+s: H
3(G, Z)-*Ή3(H9 Z) is the nil-map, accordingly
about the injection map also
(38) I n j ^ G : H"3(tf, Z) -* H~3(G, Z) is the nil-map
(see 3, vii)). Now, we put J'jP'=C' and/ / / /ί > / / =C / / , then there are canonical
identifications
C" = CL and C" = CL .
The class field theory says that there is commutative column-isomorphic
Br\G{Llk), L;) ^ H Br\G{Llk), CL)
U
 taj II), Z) ^> U-\G{Llk), Z),
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therefore from (36) and (38)
(39) (can.)*: H'\G{Llk\ Li)-+Ήr\G(Hk), C") is the nil-map .
Let us consider the commutative row-exact diagram of cohomology groups with
respect to G(L/β),
f
> H°(P') - ^
lh
 r
the columns being induced from inclusions. From (39) we have
Im*' = I m / '
therefore (remembering the so-called Five-Lemma)
(KerA)n(Ker/') = l .
This means (37) q.e.d.
Theorem 2. Let {x,y} be l-independent and {x,y,z} be strictly orthogonal
ink*. We put L=k{x,y}. Define
P j L \ P ( γ at
andPV>=jV>ΓiPL. Then
{x, y,z) = 1
if and only if
Proof. "If"-part. We put k{y} = K, z = NUkw\ w^Pγ\ and NL/Kw =
. Put S= S'(x,y) U Sf(z). For p$S, L\k is unramified and
\Kj\ju\Rjy l i p p * /* y = = — z * \n z* \—HZJ \n ZJ \ e ==• yupiK^j
e
therefore we can put
(40) («>) = ΠpeGU/*)^ p~P ( m 0 ( i ^'^h power, mod 5) in L .
So, using the class field theory, we may assume from the first that
Bp; peG(L/Λ), are all L-primes fully decomposed in Ljk
multiplying a suitable element in Πp<=Gα/*) {Lx)ι"p to w if necessary (see the
method of Proposition 4, III). Then we obtain
(41) (^ΞSB 1" 0" (mod w-th power, mod S) mK
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taking NL/K of (40), where S3 is a product of G(L/&)-conjugates of Bμ's and σ=σyy
so
(42)
SB
When ZΦ2, (32) and (33) are satisfied for this v by itself, so {x,y,z)=l by (42)
and (35). When 1=2, we put
ΓL2) (xp, v/~x I L P ) 2 = (xp, %/y I L P ) 2 = 1 a n d
(xP,ζ\LP)2=l;I*eSL-SL(2).
Since n/~x mod (Lp)2 and n/y mod (L£)2 are GpίZ/^-invariant at PeSL—SL(2)
from (7), we know that I[
x
 is an open G(L/Λ)-subgrouρ of JL containing
. Now Proposition 4 shows
We apply Lemma 3 for / W f , and J"=Jψ putting Γ=5-5((2)) . Then
and we can make wePf, from the first. Let us make p run on a representative
system of G(LIK)IG*(LIK); φtΞS
κ
-S
κ
(2). Then v=NUEw=NLpίκ^ ( Π P ^ p ) ,
and, since
« LP{xy y} ΊLP) = (w, £ , , { * , ^} 7Lp/)p = 1 P' = Ppl
because of w^Pfz, (33) follows from
(v, K%{x, y} ηK*) = ( Π P < LP{x, y} '/LP) = 1 .
Thus in this case again {x, y, z)=l from (42).
"Only if'-part. We put again S=S'(x,y)\jS
u
*(z) and take v^Kx as in
Proposition 4, specially 33 being a i£-prime. From Proposition 4 and assump-
tion {x, y, z)=\ we have
(xJK\
\ S3 In
so, using further (31)~(33) and (3), we known v&N]j
κ
Jψ. By Theorem H we
can make v^NL/κPψ. q.e.d.
Let us apply Lemma 3 on S= T=S{(ΐj), J'=J(ί\ and J"=JL. Then under
the assumption [LP: kp]^n; P\p\(l) we have AΓ^ΛnΛΓ^J^^iV^Pi 0 . Thus
Theorem 2 becomes
Theorem 2a. Let {x, y} be l-independent and {x, y, z} be strictly orthogonal
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in kx. We put L=k{x, y). If
(43) [LP:kp]^n at every P\p\(l)
or more sufficiently if
(44) rank G(Ω7*|) = 0 or 1 at every 11 (/),
then (x, y, z)=l is necessary and sufficient for z&NmJL*'
The next theorem was used in the proof of Theorem 1 already.
Theorem 3. Let {x, y, z} be strictly orthogonal and l-independent.
I Then
(45) (x, y, z)-1 = (y, x, z).
II We assume only when 1=3,
(46) ζzn^kp at any pt=S3(x) Π Sz(y) f] S3(z)-S(3).
Then, for any /,
(47) (x,y,zγ* = {z,y,x).
Proof. I We use the notations of Proposition 1, so {x, y, a} generates an
FNAC-extension M/k over L = k{x, y}. Since a&L=k{y, x} and [σX9 σj==
[σyf σ j " 1 in G(Mjk)y from Proposition 2 there is an element b^k{x} such that
iy, x, b} generates the FNAC-extension Mjk and b=a~ι mod(L x)n. From this
( i )Ξα' 1 (mod w-th power, mod S) in L
for α of (23), so noting that (b) is in k{x},
(i) = a - 1 (mod n-th power, mod S) in k{x}
which means (45).
II To prove (47), we let at first /Φ3. Let us take V&PKZ, K=k{y}, such that
N
κ
jkv=z and put
c = v
8; δ = l+2σ+-+nσn-\ σ = σy .
Then c behaves on (%,y, x) as a did on {xyy, z) in Proposition 1. Further, this
v was the very one in Proposition 4 and satisfies all the conditions there. So
we can put (v)=^81~σ' (mod w-th power, mod S) in K, then we have (c)=N
κ
/k%$
(mod w-th power, mod S) in i£ and
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The last is equal to (x, y, z)"1 by (35) in Proposition 4.
Let finally 1=3. In this case ch instead of c behaves as ah did in Proposi-
tion 1, where hξ=k was
(48) htΞ<ζ3>-(k*)n at p^S and specially h<=(kf)n at I|(3).
We investigate this condition in detail and will obtain
(49) (k*lh)
 =
l at every
\ p In
by a choice of h. If p&S3(x) Π S3(y) Π S3(z), (49) at this p is evident from (46)
and the latter half of (48). If p$S3(x), k(^~x)/k is unramified at this p so also
(49) at this p is easy. If (p$Sz(y) and) kp(^~y~)=kpy n\d is divisible by 3 for
d=[kp{y} : kp] and we can obtain
c
= ( t , « / M / ) i + ' + - + ^ / ' " 1 = i m o d
seeing the analogeous formula (22)" of α in Proposition 1. This means that we
cake make A G F Π (*£)" SO have (49) at p. If p$S3(y) and Ap( ^jΓ) 5&p so it is
unramified, p can not lie in S3(x) from the orthogonality of x and j at p so we
are induced to the previous case pφS3(x). If (p&S3(z) and) Ap(^^")=^p, we
have again [k^\/ z): k^]<d so (21) becomes about our v
and h can be in kx Π (&£)n. If pφS3(z) and ^ ( ^ T ) 3 A p , we have p$S 3(#) as
we have seen before. Thus (49) is proved. From the product formula of
power residue symbol we have
(x\k\ _ _
π
 (h1x\k\ι _
and we have again
N
κ/kS8)/n (h)
= (x, y> z)'1. q.e.d.
In Theorem 3, we have settled the condition (46) only for the proof. Whe-
ther it is indispensable or not is a problem for future discussion. Of course
if ζ3n^k then we can skip it and the statements of this theorem and accordingly
of Theorem 1-IV will become the simpler. Anyway (46) is not weakest pos-
sible for (47). For example, if
(50) iP<=S3(x)\ζ3n$kp}c:S3(y)nS3(z),
then the vanishing of the product of terms of (49)
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can be checked investigating the above proof, which is equivalent to ( -~- ) = 1
\(h)/n
and sufficient for (47). The condition (46) implies that the left hand side of (50)
is outside S3(y)ΓiS3(z)—S(3), so different from (50).
We shall give a rather noteworthy example for application of the reciprocity
law. Before it we remark a matter. Denote the set of Clιffy's by Ω(/). When
another set i l i 7 ) = {ίlϊ/Λj 111 (/)}• of free pro-/ extensions Cliffy is given, the strict
orthogonality will be defined replacing Ω(/) by Cl[l) in (5). Then we say it
specially Ω^-strictly orthogonal. When a Ωί°-strictly orthogonal pair {x,y} in
k* are given, the a of Proposition 1 will be called Pl-element about Cl[ι\ #, y,
and S (or merely about x, y, and S if Cl[l)=ClV)). Using this a> by means of
Proposition 3 we can define a tripling symbol for further element #e& x if
{x,y,z} are Ω^-strictly orthogonal, which will be denoted by {x,y, z\Cl[l)).
If ΩlcΩ 1 at each 11 (/), the definition of (x, y, z \ Cl[l)) can be extended to z&k*
such that {x, y, z} are Ω(/)-strictly orthogonal, using (2) as we stated after Pro-
position 3. So, suppose like this and let a
x
 be a Pl-element about Ωi°, x,y, and
S{x,y,z). Put
(α^ΞCti (mod n-ύi power, mod S(x, y, z)) in K = k{y},
α
x
 being a Λ-prime. By definition, a
x
 is a Pl-element about x, y> and S(x, y, z)
as it were and (x, y, z)=(zfa1)n=(x, y, z\Cϊ[l)). Namely, for such Cl[ι\ /-inde-
pendent Ωi0-strictly orthogonal pair {x,y}y and Ω(/)-strictly orthogonal triple
the right hand side being extended the confine of definition.
Now, let n=3, k=Q(ξ), ζ=(—ί + V:-3)l2. Let Cliffy be the maximal
unramified 3-extension at the unique 11 (3) and Clιffy be a free ρro-3 extension of
rank 2 containing Ω\ and the cyclotomic Z3-extension k(ζOo)=k(ζm\m=3μ'; μ=
1, 2, •••). Let 2£ be the set of the prime ideals £=(#) in k such that x^(Cllx)3
(note that the class number of A is 1). We take always the generator x of (x) so
that x G (Ωί* )3. Fix an £ e X and put
0} = ft = (y)^%— {E} I {Xy y} is Ω^-strictly orthogonal mod (&x)3}
class number of k{x, y} is divisible by 3}.
Then {x,y, £}are strictly orthogonal mod (kx)3 and 3-indeρendent for any
If we check the vanishing of values (ζ, y | kS)3 — (3;, ζ\ fy)3 and (x, y \ k^jz =
{y> x I ^ 3 w e know that a ^-prime (y) is in fy if and only if i) is fully decomposed
in k{x, ζ}. In our case we have Uk3=ζζy (k*)3> so from the discussion after
Proposition 3, the reciprocity law (47) (note here the set of (46) is vacant), and
the aforementioned remark we can say that
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(*) (x9 ζ, y) = 1 if and only if
(Use standard knowledges of /-groups and genus fields.)
Let b be a Pl-element about x, ξ9 and S(xy ζ) (=S(x)). Put
(b) = b (mod cubic power, mod S(x)) in k = &(ζV)
b being in k. After δ and b are fixed, we can show, for any ty=(y)& S(b) in Q/,
(**) ( * f , y ) = l if and only if
for some (so, any) Y |i). Because, let b'^k be a Pl-element about xf ζ> and
(i') = b' (mod cubic power, mod S(x, y)) in k
V being in k. As in the proof of Proposition 3, we can assume b and b' are
different A-primes and can put bb'"ι = bQ mod (fex)3, bo^kx. Then from (15) and
(16)
over evident relation {b^^W"1 (mod cubic power, mod S(x)). So
=
 (Ky\K\ (Ky\h\ (K,y\k\
\ b ΛV \> J3\ i Λ
by product formula. Here (^llh.)=(Σ\Ά\ (bo>y\k)
=
ι by (2), and since
\ b / \ b / N I /
i) is fully decomposed in k{x> ζ},
fb
o
,y\k\
 =
 (yM
Thus (**) is proved.
Next, take a bk&k such that (bk)=b. Since k{^/~y)jk is unramified at ϊ
and bΦl,
so there is the reciprocity law of power residue symbol
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3 V \) J3'
Put M0 = k{x, ζybbj1} which is the unique FNAC-extension ovre k{xy ζ}/k
unramified except at I such that ΛfoCΩ^&jίC/j} over canonical inclusion kcz^
because of Proposition 2. From the last equality, the right hand side condition
of (**) is equivalent to saying that ϊ) is fully decomposed in M0/k{x, ζ}> accor-
dingly in MJk. Thus we obtain the next conclusion:
Take # i) e 3/. Then \)&Z if and only if it is fully decomposed in M0/k .
From Tschevotareff density law,
(density of 2)/(density of Of) = 1/[MO: k{x, ζ}] = 1/3
as we alluded in Introduction.
3. Remarks and simple applications
i) In the above discussions k can be also an algebraic function field of one
variable over finite constant field of characterestic =(=/, because we have used
only the class field theory here.
ii) We can extend the definition of our triple symbol to any strictly orthogonal
{x,y, z}, of not necessarily /-independent {x, y}. Namely, if x and y are in kx>
using the class field theory we can pick up two principal prime ^-ideals (x')=£'
and (y') = *)' outside S\x,y) so that x' e k* Π {ks'(
x
,y,z))n' and /Gft x f l
ks'(x,y,z,x'))n' Then we can define
(51) (*, y, g) = (xx', yy', *)(*', yy', g)-\xx', y', z)~\x', y', z).
In fact it is easy to check that the entries of each tripling in the right hand side
are /-independent and strictly orthogonal, using Corollary 2 of Lemma 2. From
Theorem 1-1, the value of this product does not depend on the choice of x'
and y' and (x, y, z) conserves its value if {x, y} is /-independent from the
first. When ζx, yy(t(kx)1, say y&(k*)1, taking only x' and defining (x, y, z)=
{xxr> y, z)(x'y y, z)"1 we have the same situation.
iii) After this extension of definition, the reciprocity law (Theorem 3) can remain
unchanged because each triple symbol in the right hand side of (51) admits this
theorem. But, the norm theorem (Theorem 2, 2a) can not hold any longer.
For example, let {x, y} be /-independent pair in k* such that {x, y, 1} is strictly
orthogonal mod (kx)n and let n=m2, i.e., v=2μ, m=F. Then {x,y, 1} is strictly
orthogonal mod (kx)m. Using the same method in the end of section 1, we can
find z^:kx such that {x,y,z} is strictly orthogonal mod(&x)n accordingly so
mod (kx)m and (x, y, z)
m
=ζ
m
 (cf. Lemma 2 and Corollaries). Then
(xm, ym, z)
n
 = (*, y, z)n
n
 = 1
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but, from (x, yy ») β Φl, setting all the matters in Theorem 2a
* L = k(W~^m, V 7 > A ( V ^ WΎ).
Nevertheless we can say that when <(^<y)>ct:(Λx)/, the norm theorem for
the extended {x,y,z) can hold good because, we may assume y&(kx)1 from the
reciprocity law, then it is easy to see that Proposition 4 can be available as it
is, which was essential for the proof of the norm theorem,
iv) For our purpose, the condition on Ω1 that G(Ω7^J) is a free pro-/ group
was too methodical. In fact, we have used Lemma 1 only when F/kι and F'\F
are abelian extensions with Galois groups of exponent at most n. So, any Ω1/^
can be adopted in our arguments only if G(ΩI/^
ί
)=®/®//, where © is the free
pro-/ group and ©"=(©')', ©'=[©, ©] ©n, e.g. ΩV&J is a cyclic extension of
degree n2. When ξ
o
—ζ
m
, ξi9 ~',ξs in k^ art /-independent and orthogonal at
I, we can find such ΩV&J containing k^Oy •••, ξs} [1], [8].
v) We fix some finite set R of ^-primes. When x, y in kx satisfy
(52) one of x and y is in (k£ )n' at each p&R
and all the conditions (4)~(8) outside i?, we say x and y are i?-strictly orthogonal.
Let us substitute S(<χ>), S({1))3 and S by ΛLJ5(oo), S((t))—R, and S\JR (so
S(l) by RΌS(l)) respectively in the conditions (14)~(16). Then, after the
accordant modification oίjκ
xy the Proposition 1 can stand for i?-strictly orthog-
onal {x, y} and the Proposition 3 for i?-strictly orthogonal {x, y, z}. It is not
difficult to see Theorem 1 and Porposition 4 accordingly Theorems 2, 2a, and
3 will do for l?-strictly orthogonal {x, y, z} because it needs only the same
routine. We shall omit detailed discussions.
vi) Let k=Q and n=2. Furuta [3] defined also symbol [dly d2y a]=±ί on Q*
which has similar properties as ours, but there the reciprocity law is uncompleted.
Further his definition requires the full decomposition of each prime factor of a
in some genus field DQ(\/ά) x/ώ) s o defferent from ours. Let Jf? be any finite
set of prime natural number. We fix Ω2/Q2 arbitrarily if 2e i2 but such that
Ω
2/Q2 is Galois and there is a surjection G(Ω2/Q2)->©/©// for the free pro-/
group © if 2$i?. When we extend the definition of (x, y, z) to i?-strictly
orthogonal {x, y, z}, the confines of the definition of (x, y, £)'s covers properly
Furuta's. Anyway both are essentially the same when the symbol is defined in
both senses.
vii) Here we shall establish (38) in Lemma 3 in short. Let N be a commuta-
tive group on which G=Z(ή)χZ(n) acts trivially. Take a group extension
and take σ9 T G G such that^(σ)=(l, 0), g(ψ)=(09 1).
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The class of this group extension is determined by
(/" V ) . / " ' ( n f-Ki", Tl)) eiVx iVx ΛΓ.
When N=Z(n)9 by such a way we can identify
H2(G, Z(n)) = Z(n) x Z(Λ) X Z(n),
in fact the group of Proposition 2 provides, for example, a generator of the third
factor. When N=Z on the other hand, we know H2(G, Z)^G therefore G is
always commutative and
can.*
Im(H2(G, Z) > H2(G, Z(»))) = Z(»)χZ(β)χO.
For our HcG such that [G: H]^n, we have easily
We apply all these facts on the commutative row-exact diagram
H2(G, Z) -* H2(G, Z(Λ)) -* H3(G, Λ Z ) -^ 1 (=wH3(G, Z))
JRes JRes JRes
(ίί, Z) -> H2(ίί, Z(Λ)) -> H3(#, iiZ) -^ 1 (=«H3(iϊ, Z)).
Then the right-most vertical map becomes the nil-map, so using the isomor-
phism nZ^Zy we have
(53) Im(Res
σ
«: H3(G, Z ) -* H3(iϊ, Z)) = 0 .
Now, using the canonical exact sequence 0~>-Z->i2->Λ/Z-^0 of the
additive group of the real numbers Ry we define the isomorphism δq-i,q
H9~\G, RlZ)^Hq(G, Z), J G Z , for a general G and this δ t f_M commutes with
Inj^^G and with Res^jy for any HcG. By means of the cup product of
cohomology group
U : (H*(G, Z), H-^CG, Λ/Z)) -* H'^G, Λ/Z) = Z/[G: \]Z
we determine an identification H""*"1^, RIZ)=Hom(Hq(G, Z), Λ/Z). Since
Inj^ G (Res G ^(α)U^) = a\JhιjH+G(β); a^W(Gy *), /3eH r(iί, *)
in general (see [9], espcially p 160), we obtain from (53)
: E r 3 ( # , Z) -> H"3(G, Z)) = 0
(in fact both image groups of this and of (53) are isomorph for general G and
HaG).
viii) Let (x, y, z} be strictly orthogonal in k* and τ be an automorphism of k
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such that Ω Ϊ < Γ=(Ω I)T at every 11(/), and
x
τ
=x
a
y y
τ
=y\ zr==zc mod (kx)n and ζr = ζ<
by natural numbers a, b, c, t. Then, from Theorem 1,
(*, y,z)> = (*, y, z)τ = (*, y, Λf)*'"1.
Thus we know
Proposition 5. In such a case
(x, y, z\k')
n
<Ξ<£
m
>\ m = (f—abc, n) ( = g,.c.m. (p—abc, n))
for any k'z^k.
Apply Theorem 2a further. Then we obtain an example of Hasse principle:
Corollary. Let x,y, z^Qx and they be strictly orthogonal in kx and further
(x,y>(t(kxy. Let Ω'/Qi be a trivial or Z
r
extension, i.e. rank G(Ω7Q/)^1 and
put Ω ^ Ω ^ C ^ / o r every 11 (/). Then
Lx if
where L=k{x} y}.
Because, if /Φ2, (ί2—1, n)=(3, n) for the generator r of G(Q(ζ)IQ) and if
Z=2, G(Q(ζ)lQ) has r such that t=5 so ( ί - 1 , n)=(8, n).
We can show an example. Let n—5 and ^=Q(^ 5). Let Ω*/^ be the
maximal unramified 5-extension, I|(5). In this case we can put t/*5=<£5, £>*
(kxγ, 6=(l+y/Ύ)l2 the fundamental unit. Fix the generator T of G{kjQ\
ζ
r
=ς
2
, Sτ=β4mod(kx)5. Let x and y in Ax be 5-independent and strictly
orthogonal. Assume that k{x} and k{y} are Galois over Q, in other words
<#> (AX)5 and <y> (Λx)5 are G(β/Q)-invariant, so we can put
x
r
=x
a
Then we have the next sufficient condition for the divisibility of the class num-
ber, not coming from the genus theory:
When (a, b) = (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 2), (2, 4), or (3, 3),
k{x, y} has unramified quint extension, being nonάbelίan over k
because (x, y, ζ)=l and {x,y, S)=l from Proposition 5, so k{x,y}jk is con-
tained in an FNAC-extension which is unramified over k{x, y} as stated in the
end of Section 1.
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